Buckner brass valve contamination resistant

The Series 20930 brass valve from Buckner Irrigation is available from ¾-inch through two-inch NPT size. The contamination-resistant valve features a unique three-way operating solenoid, eliminating the need for continuous flow through the upper diaphragm chamber, reducing the opportunity to clog.

The Series 20930 can be used in low-flow drip irrigation and other large turf applications where dependability is a necessity.
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Salsco introduces new greens/tees aerifier

Salsco, manufacturer of core aerators for the lawn care industry and seeding-fertilizing units, now makes the Model 30-12 greens & tees aerifier.

Sealed roller bearings and oil impregnated bushings are standard on this unit which turns in a 40-inch radius and can be disassembled in 45 minutes. Salsco says the Model 30-12 covers over 13,000 square feet per hour, has a minimum penetration depth of 2-3/4 inches and a hole pattern of 2-1/4 x 2-3/4 inches.
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Simplicity offers new cart/grass collector

The new Cart Collector by Simplicity features a 10-bushel capacity. It's a steel, dual-purpose cart, adaptable for simple hauling chores, and also a 10-bushel capacity grass collector.

Simplicity says the Cart Collector
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can be used with its rear-engine mowers and lawn tractors from 8 to 16 hp and is designed for mowing large lawns. A large door makes it easy to empty or dump the contents and the cover is quickly removed for hauling chores.
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Allis-Chalmers introduces two new walk behinds
New 22-inch Groomer and new 20-inch Trimmer walk-behind mowers are being offered by Allis Chalmers. The 22-inch model is powered by a 3 1/2-hp Briggs & Stratton engine, the 20-inch mower by a 3-hp B&S. Both models meet or exceed Consumer Products Safety Commission standards.

The mowers feature automatic choke and handle-mounted controls. The engine shuts off when the safety bar is released. A side discharge deflector sends stones or other foreign objects downward. Both mowers come with double wall steel support and large semi-pneumatic tires mounted on steel wheels.

Water broom uses less water, cleans faster
Rambo’s EZ-Washer converts any garden hose into an effective surface washer for driveways, sidewalks, patios, pool decks, or garage floors. It does a better job than a conventional hose alone in 1/3 the time and using 1/3 the water.

It is made of rustproof polyvinyl chloride and uses six corrosion-resistant PVC jets to create a 33-inch spray path. The EZ-Washer’s swivel couple attaches to ordinary garden hoses, and non-marking rubberex wheels give the unit maneuverability.